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Editorial

A general dissatisfaction with our more recent clubnight location has, not for the first time in the
last few years, consumed a lot of the Steering Group’s time and attention. One would have
thought that there would be no end of suitable venues out there, but so many are compromised
by inadequate parking facilities, inaccessible access roads (for low-slung cars!) and lack of
suitable internal spaces and the like.
The time spent finding a suitable venue does however appear to have been well-spent, if the
turn-out for the first meeting at our new venue at The Rose Revived last month was anything to
go by. I think this was by far the best clubnight attendance we’ve had for many years. Whilst a
few cars had left before others arrived, I believe we had more than 20 cars there on the evening.
We were of course flattered by the weather with a perfect summers evening, and if we can’t
optimise our numbers under such conditions we never will, but it was good to see, almost like
creating our own evening car show.
The impressive number of attendees was helped, in part, by a number of new members attending
on the night. We have had the pleasure of a good number of new members join the Group this
year, and I’d like to take this opportunity to welcome all of them. An injection of new thoughts and
ideas is always good for the Group, so I would urge our new friends to let me know how they feel
they were received by the club, and any suggestions they may have for events and activities that
we could introduce.
You’ll see below that our ‘my Lotus story’ series continues this month, Roger R having kindly
submitted his story. I’m pleased that this has at last found some traction, and I’m aware of a
couple more episodes that are on their way, and with new members joining there’s the potential
for even more to follow. As ever, we’re always looking for contributions for the newsletter, any by
my estimation, with the number of members we have, we should have enough ‘Lotus stories’ for
the next five years, by which time we’ll be thoroughly fed up with them!
Finally, on behalf of the Membership, my thanks to Roger for his story, and as ever, my thanks to
unofficial newsletter publisher Vaughn for putting the newsletter together. Hopefully we’ll have
another good attendance at the September clubnight, and I look forward to seeing you there.
Roger D.
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My Lotus Story
Those old black and white British films and TV programmes are hard to beat for nostalgia. I watched
a 1965 episode of Gideon’s Way recently featuring great racing scenes at Brands Hatch at the start
and there it was. At the centre of the winning driver’s steering wheel was the instantly recognisable
Lotus logo. Later on in the same episode, the driver, by now a murder suspect gave as his alibi a trip
to a dealer in Folkestone to test drive a Lotus 33.
I have no idea if I watched that programme in 1965 and if I registered the Lotus references but it was
a reminder of how much Lotus had become part of popular culture at that time. Jim Clark was a
national hero having just won his second drivers’ championship and the Lotus brand seemed to
embody everything that was swinging about the sixties in the UK.
A thriving business founded on innovative technology in both their extremely stylish road cars and
their highly successful racing cars, everything about them was very trendy to coin a word from the
sixties. Film and pop stars drove them. Diana Rigg joined The Avengers in 1965 and drove a white
Elan S2 DHC before changing to a blue S3 DHC and Patrick McGoohan’s car in The Prisoner, which
first aired in 1967, was a green Lotus Seven S3. I was attracted to Diana Rigg and her Elan in equal
measure.
As an impressionable thirteen-year-old in 1965, the die was cast early. I was going to own a Lotus. It
didn’t matter that my first car was the more modest Corgi model number 318, a metallic blue S2 with
‘I’ve got a tiger in my tank’ on the boot lid. Eleven years passed before, after cutting my automotive
teeth on a white Ford Anglia 105E and a white Frogeye Sprite, I decided I was ready for that Elan.
I looked at a shabby S3 with worrying sounds emanating from the region of the drive train and an
even shabbier S3, which went like a rocket but smoked more than it should before finding a very
presentable S4. Back then, Elans were still every day drivers and I only had the funds to run one car
so this was going to be no show pony.
It was to be my daily commute and my babe magnet and looking back at the long-lost MOT
certificates I unearthed recently, I averaged between 6,000 and 8,000 miles a year which, to give it
credit, proves its usability as my one and only car.
I ran it regularly for four years
before it became my second car
after I climbed the greasy pole
enough to get my first company car.
In those four years, when it was
good, it was very good and when it
was bad, it lived up to the famous
Lotus epithet and it was usually
serious.
The head gasket developed a blow,
which also resulted in the need for a
head skim and, while I was there,
new valves, seats and springs and,
to be fair, after that, the engine was
better than ever.
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The water pump and the radiator came to what seemed like the premature end of their lives and
there also seemed to be no good reason why the exhaust manifold should rust through at about the
same time, which needed a partial engine removal to replace it.
All in all, it seemed to need constant fettling especially after a long journey, which was a frustration
when it meant cancelling the odd social engagement and there are always more social engagements
in our twenties.
The petrol tank developing a leak on the way to work one morning and forcing a two-mile trudge
through ankle deep snow wasn’t its finest hour. I was a fairly regular visitor to Len Street Motors just
off Fulham Road on Saturday mornings and, judging by the long queue at the parts counter, so were
a lot of other Lotus owners. There was a poster on the wall warning against buying aftermarket parts
with the banner headline ‘’What is a Lotus part?’’ underneath which one fed up and bored customer
had written ‘’Rubbish!!’’
It was clearly more fragile and needed looking after a lot more than the average runabout but on the
days when I could take the hood down and even when it resembled a miniature mobile disco in the
evenings with the hood up, the driving experience made up for that. It was like being part of a club.
Back then, there were far more Lotus cars on the road than there seem to be now and fellow drivers
would never fail to flash and wave at each other when seeing another Lotus. The Lotus image was
still as strong as ever in the seventies. Colin Chapman introduced a new range of cars that were as
startling and innovative as his sixties’ road cars and Lotus still dominated in Formula One
culminating in Mario Andretti’s outstanding win in 1978 although it may have been fitting that, when I
went to see them at Brands Hatch that year, both Andretti and Petersen had to retire with
mechanical problems.
For the next four years until 1984, I used my Elan less and less until a house move prompted a
parting of the ways and she had to go. My personal Lotus flame never died completely and I never
got round to cancelling my Club Lotus membership that started in 1976 so I still have my very early
membership number of 2221. Life moved on though and it was only in about 2003 that it occurred to
me that I had some discretionary funds and the inclination to think about another sports car. Another
Lotus was only one option. I looked at or test drove the Honda S2000, Audi TT and BMW Z3 before
deciding it needed to be something a little more classic and, well, British.
Chrissie and I spent one very enjoyable morning at Caterham Sports Cars when I tried three
different Sevens. They were all very tempting but, while Chrissie kept her counsel from the
passenger seat, one look at her stony expression told me a Seven wasn’t a good idea. British sports
car options in the modern classic mode seemed very limited.
The MGF seemed too dull and the TVR Griffith seemed too mad so I looked again at Lotus.
At that time, it was a very short list of an Elise or an M100. Back then, baby Elan prices hadn’t yet
risen into the stratosphere while M100 prices had just about reached the bottom where they would
more or less stay. If I had that foresight back then, I’m still not sure I would have made a different
decision. I was still carrying the unfortunate residual scars of baby Elan ownership and I wanted a
car I could more or less jump in and drive without too much hard work. While they may be dirty
words in the sports car world, she has been absolutely reliable and practical and, moving on to
better sports car words, for a car that was designed a third of a century ago, she can go and corner
faster than I would ever want to go.
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Eighteen years later while I hope I don’t invoke the revenge of the Lotus gods, owning my M100 has
been an unalloyed pleasure.
Roger R

Bexhill-on-Sea Car Show
Some nine NKLG members cars converged on the promenade at 8.30 am and entered the show
ground in a convoy. Having parked all the cars side by side we claimed “squatters rights even
though it was suggested by a marshal that we should have parked in two lines, eg. back-to-back.
There was also some concern expressed by one site marshal when the groups gazebo was in the
process of being erected. We were given to understand this was due to the council not wanting
unauthorised structurers. However, once the gazebo was erected the group was allowed to keep it
up until the close of the show.
Although occasional spots of rain were seen, the weather remained good and the paying visitors
more numerous than in some previous years.
Yet again Roger R was quick off the mark and scoured the charity /trade stands for Lotus
memorabilia but on this occasion was closely shadowed by myself with the intention of beating him
to do a deal.
However, pickings were practically non-existent this year although I purchased a “spotless” high
quality Elise S2 111S catalogue (MG/Rover engines circa 2002) consisting of a cover and eight
separate double-sided information/photograph/ pages (the page size was somewhere between A4
and A5).
In addition, I took some duplicate motoring related books from my library intending to sell to the
book traders there but unfortunately was un-successful.
The motoring exhibits on display were more numerous and in greater variety than in previous
years (see photos).
As the group was packing up ready to depart, one marshal visited the group and said he hoped we
would all come again next year which after the gazebo episode was a good PR gesture.
Vaughn
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Contacts
Regalia & Clothing:

www.arktrading.com

Meetings: 2nd Wednesday each month @ The Rose Revived, Ashes Lane, Hadlow, Nr Tonbridge, TN11 0AN
Web Site: www.NorthkentLotusgroup.org

2022 Group Activities, Events

Date

Event

September
Sunday 11th
Sunday 11th
Friday 16th to 18th

Kent’s Classic Car Show, Aylesford
Edenbridge Car Show
Goodwood Revival

October

Saturday 29th

Halloween run (Proposed)

December

Saturday 3rd

Christmas Meal *

* Organised by NKLG
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